Optimization of the codon-pair usage of human respiratory syncytial virus paradoxically resulted in reduced viral replication in vivo and reduced immunogenicity.
We subjected various ORFs in the genome of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) to codon-pair optimization (CPO) by increasing the content of codon pairs that are over-represented in the human genome, without changing overall codon usage and amino acid sequences. CPO has the potential to increase the expression of the encoded protein(s). Four viruses were made: Max A (CPO of NS1, NS2, N, P, M, and SH ORFs); Max B (CPO of G and F), Max L (CPO of L), and Max FLC (CPO of all ORFs except M2-1 and M2-2). Because of the possibility of increased viral replication, each CPO virus was attenuated by the inclusion of a codon-deletion mutation (Δ1313) and a missense mutation (I1314L) in the L polymerase. CPO had no effect on multi-cycle virus replication in vitro, temperature sensitivity, or specific infectivity. Max A and L - which in common had CPO of one or more ORFs of proteins of the polymerase complex - exhibited global increases in viral protein synthesis. Max B alone exhibited decreased protein synthesis, and it alone had reduced single-cycle virus replication in vitro All CPO RSVs exhibited marginal reduction in replication in mice and hamsters. Surprisingly, the CPO RSVs induced lower levels of serum RSV-neutralizing antibodies in hamsters. This reduced immunogenicity might reflect reduced viral replication and possibly also the decrease in CpG and UpA dinucleotides as immune stimulators. Overall, our study describes paradoxical effects of CPO of an RNA virus on viral replication and the adaptive humoral immune response.IMPORTANCE Using computer algorithms and large-scale DNA synthesis, one or more ORFs of a microbial pathogen can be recoded by different strategies that involve the introduction of up to thousands of nucleotide changes without affecting amino acid coding. This approach has been used mostly to generate deoptimized viruses used as vaccine candidates. However, the effects of the converse approach of generating optimized viruses are still largely unknown. Here, various ORFs in the genome of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) were codon-pair optimized (CPO) by increasing the content of codon pairs that are over-represented in the human genome. CPO did not affect RSV replication in multicycle replication experiments in vitro. However, replication was marginally reduced in two rodents models. In hamsters, CPO RSVs induced lower levels of serum RSV-neutralizing antibodies. Thus, CPO of an RNA virus for a mammalian host have paradoxical effects on virus replication and the adaptive humoral immune response.